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About Us
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Second Ride is devoted to 

creating sustainable and 

stylish boards, while also 

cleaning the oceans of 

fishing net pollution. We 

strive to raise awareness 

among our peers about 

helping the environment, 

and not adding to the 

harmful plastic that is 

overcoming our oceans. 

Second Ride uses recycled 

fishing nets that have been 

removed from the ocean, 

and transforms them into 

the board base of our 

snowboards, skateboards, 

surfboards, and kayaks. 
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SkateboardSurfboard

Snowboard Kayak

   Products

Trade Show 
Special

$175

$450 $625

$1500   $1000

$225
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SurfBoard
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   Surfboard

$225 Our surfboards are perfect for 
those summer-time swells. Not only will you 
be shredding the ocean, but you will be 
saving the ocean at the same time with 
integrated recycled nets used for the core.



Skateboard 



     Skateboard

$175 Our skateboards are perfect for year 
round usage. With the deck recycled from 
100% discarded fishing nets, our boards are 
built to last and perform for almost any style 
of riding.
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SnowBoard



   Snowboard

$450 Our handcrafted snowboards are 
designed with the best attention of detail. 
While keeping the core made up of recycled 
fishing nets, the board still gives flexibility and 
durability for the rider.  Nothing is more 
perfect for the winter time. 
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Kayak 



   Kayak

$625 Not only is the kayak fun, but it is 

made with the most recycled material out of 

all our products saving the ocean even more! 

It will get you downstream in no time.
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This amazing package  
incorporates ALL of our  

planet-saving boards into  one 
easy purchase! While  saving 

huge, you are also  helping our 
ecosystems and  riding in style. 

SAVE $500 with this limited time 
offer!

Trade Show Special
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Recycled 
Fishing Net

Recycled Net Stringer

Recycled Net Veneer

Recycled Net Veneer

Snowboard

Recycled 
Fishing Net

Riser

Locknuts

Wheels Bearings

Trucks

Surfboard

Kayak

Skateboard

Seats

Hatch

Deck Lines

Carry HandleRecycled Fishing 
Net

   Breakdown
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Second Ride
29211 Stallion Ridge
San Juan Capistrano, CA
92673

(949) -234-5900

secondride.ca@veinternational.org

seconride.net

@secondride

Ride With Pride
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Second Ride Team - secondride.ca@veinternational.org




